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When Life Gives You Lemons..Don't Make
Lemonade..TAKE AIM!

"If your shoes are untied you will trip. If they stay untied you will fall. Don't be your
own stumbling block. TAKE AIM!" Min. Carenda Deonne
A vibrant, pulsating and charismatic minister, motivational speaker, spiritual mentor,
and marketing consultant. Carenda's highly dynamic and magnetic personality has
made her an immensely recommended and sought after Change Agent in business
and professional circles for corporate CEOs, churches, small business owners,
entrepreneurs and nonprofit and community leaders alike.
A native of Baltimore, MD, Carenda received her bachelor's degree in Business
Marketing from the Fashion Institute of Technology in Manhattan, New York; and
currently is a graduate student at Regent University pursuing a Masters in Law
degree.
In addition to being Editor-in-Chief of Far Above Rubies Magazine, Carenda is also a
published author of three books namely, Soul of a Poet, The Wait to Success
(Contributing Author), and Perfect Patty Messed Up Devotional. In her pursuit that
women were born to live life on the promise of IMPACT, Carenda Deonne LLC was
founded.
Carenda believes that instead of making lemonade with the lemons life gives you,
TAKE AIM. She empowers women to throw those lemons right back at life by
equipping and challenging women to change their thought process and, take risks.

Carenda currently resides in Virginia. She is a licensed minister, contributing writer
for Grace and Glory Magazine, and host of her weekly TAKE AIM podcast. Carenda is
a proud member of the Hampton Roads Chamber of Commerce, BSN (Black
Speakers Network) and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. Carenda is taking her
message of “IMPACT” all across the world, determined to be an undeniable voice.







How to Create A Universal Brand
The Danger of Faking it Until You Make It
How to Stay Focused in Uncertainty
How to Cultivate a Healthy Self-Esteem
How to Self Publish Your Book







Marketing 101
How to Develop and Recognize Your Intuition
How to be a successful workpreneur
How to handle disappointment
How to craft impactful speeches

Carenda, God so loved the world that He chose you to come here to be a light, to inspire to
motivate people to get out of their head and pursue their purpose.
- Les Brown, Motivational Speaker

Last weekend, I attended a Women's Retreat where the presenter was Carenda Deonne. I
found Carenda to be an authentic, gifted motivational speaker whose focus and skill set
demand change for the better.
- Rev. Sherri Gibbs
In a meeting this month, I took Carenda's coaching advice to negotiate in my discussions on a
specific topic, and was victorious!
Jeff Beamon, CEO (CCS)

